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Have you just got your hands on one of these beautiful
machines and don’t know where to start? Do you want to
learn how to get more creative with it and create actual
songs? Or do you want to become a Pocket Operator master?
Then this book is for you.
Peter Andersson is a Swedish music producer who loves small
portable synthesizers. In a fun and easy way he describes
advanced techniques that lets you push the boundaries of
your creativity. For Peter, a good workflow is the key to
making music and in this book he shares all his tips and tricks
on how to get the most out of your Pocket Operator.
”My goal has always been to find new creative ways to use the
POs and to make people think twice before discarding them
as toys. Even though they’re cheap and small they still pack a lot of punch.” - Peter Andersson
Some of the topics that this book will cover is:
Simple operation
Tweaking a sound
Parameter locks
Mastering the Mini drum machine
Making a song
Backing up patterns
Recording live
Pattern chaining
Play styles
Effects
Playing in different keys/scales
How to sync the PO-14 with external gear
Explanation of parameters
So what are you waiting for? Time to master your Pocket Operator!
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